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2018 started off on fire with January with markets exploding to the upside and because of this, we anticipated a correction
which we saw play out over the next few months. We remained bullish and looked for the S&P 500 to make new all-time highs
around the 4th quarter and were looking spot on at the end of September but the failed breakout in October created significant technical damage resulting in a quick selloff. Support levels looked to be created in November but were broken during
December. The market moved down very quickly and the result was the end of one of the longest bull markets we have experienced. A relief rally took place late in the year from oversold levels, but now investors are questioning what’s next?
2019 Outlook - Our base case is for equities to comeback down and form a double bottom before moving higher. We suspect
2019 will be a bumpy ride and the first quarter will be very telling for the remaining part of the year. March could provide multiple catalysts for bulls and bears: deadline for U.S. and China trade talks, Federal Reserve meeting, and UK leaving the EU
(Brexit). Weaker economic data could change our view relatively quickly, but as it stands now, the possibility of a recession
seems unlikely. Our 2019 year end S&P 500 target is 2800 (+11.7%).
If our base case scenario seems too optimistic, we understand. The financial media likes to hammer out negative stories as a
negative headline generates more “clicks” (revenue from clicks). With that said, we do recognize the market is in a precarious
position. Passive indexes and algorithm trading has been fueling much of the recent selling and we may have yet another leg
down before this shakeout is over. If corporate earnings falter, the Fed tightens too much, and/or trade wars intensify we
could see the market selloff drastically.

Valuations look attractive for equities as the S&P 500 pulled back 20.2% (high on September 21st of 2,940.91 to the low on December 24th 2,351.10) from peak to trough. The third year of a presidential term is typically the strongest year out of the four
year term and with multiple catalysts early in the year, we could see a market repeat similar to 2016. In 2016 the markets
were able to find a bottom early in the year (as did oil) before moving higher and ultimately having a total return of 11.96% on
the S&P 500 total return index (January 4, 2016 open of 2012.66 and December 31, 2016 close of 2238.83).
We have focused mostly on domestic equities as we believe the U.S. market is going to be the primary driver coming out of
this bear market. When domestic equities started to diverge from international equities, we were looking for domestic equities to pull international equities up and not the other way around. Emerging Markets seem to have made a bottom and are
showing early signs of out-performance versus domestic equities.
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Bull Case (25%) – A change in tone from the Fed (from
Hawkish to Dovish), a trade agreement with China, and
starting point for the year that is relatively low could make
2019 look really good when we get to the end of the year.
Base Case (50%) – More than likely the market needs more
time while creating a bottom before moving higher. We
think the first quarter will be choppy and could provide the
final shakeout before we see a new uptrend start.
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Bear Case (25%) – We do see a scenario where the Fed
needs to tighten more and faster than what is currently
estimated. That, plus the possibility of an ongoing trade
war and slowing economy may keep a lid on the global
market.

Although we stated the U.S. market is going to be the primary driver of the global recovery, we think emerging markets
has the highest upside in 2019 with valuation levels even more attractive than the U.S.
What will the Fed do in 2019? First off, we think the Fed has done a superb job since the 2008 Financial Crisis propelling
the economy out of the great recession. But this may be one of the tougher spots the Fed is in – raising rates too much
will almost certainly bring the economy into a recession, but not raising rates at all may signal the economy is much
weaker than most think. Current probabilities indicate the Fed Target rate to be unchanged by December 2019. It’s hard
to see the Fed not raising rates at all, but we’ve changed our initial prediction for 2019 and have come down from three
rate hikes to one rate hike.
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This newsletter is created by Portfolio Partners. Portfolio Partners provides investment research, portfolio and model management,
and investment advisor services to investment advisor representatives.
The MSCI Emerging Markets Index Designed to measure equity market performance in global emerging markets. It is a floatadjusted market capitalization index.
Investors cannot invest directly in indexes. The performance of any index is not indicative of the performance of any investment and
does not take into account the effects of inflation and the fees and expenses associated with investing. The S&P 500 is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure performance of the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major industries.
The Bloomberg Barclays Capital U.S. Aggregate Bond Index is a broad-based flagship benchmark that measures the investment grade, US dollardenominated, fixed-rate taxable bond market. This unhedged index was created in 1986.

The MSCI EAFE Index was created by Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) that serves as a benchmark of the performance in major international equity markets as represented by 21 major MSCI indexes from Europe, Australia and Southeast Asia.

